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THE FIRST ADVENTURE
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Kyle Serrian



Hello, friends! My name is Ready Girl, and I’m 
an emergency preparedness superhero in 
New York City. 

In this story, you’ll learn how I discovered my 
superpowers that help keep me and my 
family safe.

I hoI hope my story helps you take the steps to be 
ready for an emergency. Remember, even as 
kids, we have the power to be prepared!

Get more Ready Girl by 
visiting NYC.gov/readygirl

Katelyn James        Joseph Pupello                    Kyle Serrian   
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MEET READY GIRL



queens, Ny

sometimes I 
forget how it 
all began...

READY NEW YORK
MY

PLAN

EMERGENCY



we had a 
visitor 

come speak 
to our 
school 
about it.

thanks... 
rosie... 
how do you 
know all 
of this?

then, we will 
have to 

prepare the 
supplies.

first, we need to learn
whwhat zone we are in. we can 
do that by visiting the city’s 
website. that will tell us if 
we need to plan on evacuating 
or if we need to prepare to 

stay at home.

ATION.    BREAKING NEWS - HUR

what are we 
going to do?
i don’t know 
what zone we 
live in!

a hurricane is 
approaching new york 
city. If you live in a 
Hurricane evacuation 
zone, you may need to 

evacuate.

Back in 2012



Later at the 
grocery store

okay dad, we’ll need some 
nonperishable food, water, 
dog food, some extra 
batteries, some extra 

snacks...

rosie, you 
wrote snacks 
on the list 
twice.

oops. better 
safe than 
sorry...

later on, back home 



ride it out? 
the city issued an 
evacuation order. we 
have to listen and 
evacuate otherwise 
we will be in danger. 
we won’t be safe
if we juif we just
ride it out.

it’s getting late, 
you should be 
going to bed. 
we’ll be fine.

i wish they would
listen to me.

i think we are fine. we 
got all the supplies 
we need, so i think we 
will be okay if we just 
ride this one out.



the next morning

honey... it’s looking 
pretty dark out 

there. rosie is right. 
we should evacuate. 

okay.
i’ll get the kids up.



DAD?!
are you
okay?

i’m okay! i just
lost my glasses so i 
can’t see anything. 
can you guide us to 
the center?



wow, you 
guys got 
here fast.

later...

look!
a superhero!

do you see 
that?!
who is 
she?!



yeah, it’s like 
we flew here 
or something.

i think dad’s 
spare set of 
glasses may be 
in this bag.

we safely arrived at
the evacuation center.
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